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SPEED  
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N E U T R A L S U P P O RT

SPEED

THIS SHOE IS FOR WHAT’S NEW

HYPERION ELITE 3 

HYPERION MAX

When it comes to racing, the Hyperion Elite 3 is in it to help push your limits. A new 
QuicKnit upper acts as a breathable second skin, while our unique nitrogen-infused 
DNA FLASH midsole foam and propulsive carbon fiber plate deliver a super speedy 
ride. Perfect for distance racing and setting PRs in any competition.

HYPERION ELITE 3

New enhanced fit

All-new, lightweight QuicKnit upper feels 
like a second skin, strategically engineered 
to maintain breathability while keeping 
the foot comfortably locked-in.

Fast, propulsive cushioning

Our lightweight nitrogen-infused  
DNA FLASH midsole returns energy to 
propel you forward with each step.

 

UNISEX | 100042

492 Blue Surf/Cherry/ 
        Nightlife

price     225,00 €

    £ 190,00

    320,00 CHF

available     01/04/2022

midsole drop   8 mm

weight    230 g

The Hyperion Elite 3 is built for racing  
so runners can push their limits in a 
lightweight, propulsive shoe that helps 
 them set new PRs or win the race.  

• QuicKnit engineered upper offers 
performance breathability and locks 
the foot onto the midsole.

• Semi-integrated tongue stays put 
while allowing natural foot movement 
as you run for a distraction-free fit. 

• Updated collar and heel area provides 
ultimate locked-in comfort and 
eliminates irritation.

• New lace catch on the upper keeps 
laces in place.

• New laces are 100% recycled 
polyester, engineered to stay locked  
in place when tied. 

Made to race fast

  The combination of a broad 
midsole and our unique carbon-
fiber plate keeps you running in 
your natural motion path —  
so you can go faster, for longer.

Our designers 
consider every 
detail as they 

work, fine-tuning 
everything from 

the silhouette to 
every groove of 

the outsole.
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HYPERION TEMPO


